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Angel- looks to future Power
outages
cause concern,
by ADAM GRAHAM

reporter
President Dan Angel linked
Marshall's past, present and
future in his State of the
University address Tuesday.
' Why not national prominence
for Marshall University?" Angel
asked those attending at the
Joan C..Edwards Playhouse, as
he cited past accomplishments
and future goals for the university.
Angel paid MORE
tribute to several INSIDE
recent accom- see page 2
plishments of
the university.
"There are some major
things that we all need to
know and we all need to share
with people about Marshall
University," Angel said.
Yahoo listed Marshall as one
of America's "most wired," the
university was rated one of
America's best buys in terms of
quality and price and
"Templeton's Guide" referred
to Marshall as atop "character-building university".
Through new admission
standards and a dedicated
University College, Angel said ,
photo by Mike Andrick
he expected the number of Marshall President Dan Angel spoke to faculty Tuesday in the State of the University address.
upper-division students to
where national higher education where Marshall wants to go in by mid-October, he said.
increase.
In addition, Marshall is com- leaders come to campus for pre- the next six years be devel- Faculty reaction to Angel's
ing off its best fund-raising sentations, is slated to run from oped.
speech was generally positive.
year and has added 73 new . September through November "It is important for us to take "His optimism and energy is
faculty, which shows strong and the John Marshall charge of that and present the certainly what we need," Dr.
potential for the future, Angel Bicentennial celebration mark- university that we want to see Lawrence Shao, division chairsaid.
ing Marshall's appointment to developed," Angel said. He man of finance and economics,
Angel said he wants this the Supreme Court is scheduled indicated that the faculty will said. "I thought he was very
future is to be one of Marshall's for February.
be given he opp~ unity to progressive and had a lo of
own choosing.
Angel addressed Senate Bill participate in that compact. foresight and vision on where
"At Marshall University we're 653, the state's new higher Angel also mentioned the he wants us to be."
seeking our own destiny - our education bill, and explained "Owning the Opportunities: "I was very pleased and very
own preferred future," Angel that it impacted the university Marshall 2010," agroup of fac- excited," Dr. Dan Martin, divisaid. "We are not interested in in three ways: governance, ulty, administration, staff, stu- sion of exercise, science, sports
replicating any other university." finances and the fact that a dent, alumni and city represen- and recreation, said. "What we
Angel announced several major change is occurring in tatives charged with drafting a need is some leadership for the
upcoming events in his address. the state. The bill requires a 10-year plan for the university. future and he seemed very
The Marshall Celebrity Series, campus compact outlining Adraft of this plan is expected positive about it."

MSC bo.wling
alley may
remain closed

"After the abatement is
reporter
done, then you need new
ceilings and at this point
Bowling and asbestos don't right now there are no ceilgo together.
ings over the bowling alleys,"
That's why the bowling he said.
alley in the basement of the "At this point we have lightMemorial Student Center ing, but no tiles," Elliot added.
has been silent for the past "It would be extremely loud to
several years.
say the least."
The bowling alley and other Karen Kirtley, MSC managareas in the
er, estimates
basement
it would cost
were closed "We don't believe it $7,500 to
this summer is worth the expense replace the
while workof the
to replace the ceiling
ers abated
29-year-old
asbestos. The ceiling tiles since bowling area
latest project
which earned
was the third the pinsetters are about $1,000
phase in a essentially unus- during the
1999-2000
process that
started 15
year.
It gets down to school
Last year the
years ago able.
two
issues:
money
age of the
with asbestos
pinsetters,
removal from
Marco's m and utilization." first used in
Indiana
in
phase one
Hensley,
and removal interimSteve
1957 and
dean of student affairs purchased
by
from the forthe state of
mer bookWest Virginia
store area
four years ago, carrying out in 1971, made bowling difficult, Elliot said.
phase two.
Bernie Elliott Jr., supervi- "We had lanes that weren't
sor of computer sales and certified and pinsetters that
recreation services, said rarely worked through acomeven though the abatement plete game," he said. "If you
is complete, it is not open don't have someone here to do
season on bowling pins in maintenance on the machines
the MSC basement.
continually while they're runby CURTIS JOHNSON

I

cancel classes

al science education major
reporter
from Canton, Ohio, started
getting ready for class.
Fire in the hole!
"When I was in the shower.
Residents of Holderby Hall probably about 8:45 a.m.. it
and passersby believed just went off for good," Cookson
that as they saw steam com- said. "I came out of the shower
ing from the manhole in front and looked out the window and
of the dormitory Tuesday there was smoke and steam
morning.
coming out of this green box."
According to American The green box is the switch
Electric Power (AEP), the cabinet that connects power
steam was caused by afault, for the Fifth Avenue side of
or short-circuit, in an under- the campus. The area surground wire in front of the rounding that green box
dorm's cafeteria. The original ~would be the scene of two
fault resulted in other faults, electrical failures and the
which in turn closed buildings cause of athird. The first failand canceled classes.
ure, between 8:30 and 9a.m.,
After her alarm stopped occurred in a manhole near
going off at 8:30 a.m. and her the cabinet, said Brian
power monitor started beep- Sarrett, Charleston region's
ing, Alison Cookson noticed contract supervisor for AEP.
that the power had gone out. "A splice inside of one the
Seconds later the power came manholes failed," Sarrett said.
back on and Cookson, a
sophomore biology and gener- Please see OUTAGE, P2
by CURTIS JOHNSON

photo by Curtis Johnsen

An AEP worker repairs ashort circuit Tuesday in amanhole at
Holderby Hall Tuesday to restore power to Marshall's campus.

Senator addresses staff concerns
by ELIOT PARKER

•

photo by Curtis Johnson

The Memorial Student Center
bowling alley stands vacant,
pending asbestos removal.
ning, it's very hard to keep
them up."
Elliot estimated a total
cost of $400,000 to replace
the obsolete equipment.
Steve Hensley, interim
dean of student affairs, questions the worth of revamping
the facility.
"We don't believe it is
worth the expense to replace
the ceiling tiles since the
pinsetters are essentially
unusable. It gets down to
two issues: money and utilization."
Use of the lanes has been
virtually non-existent and
on average, no more than 20
students bowled weekly,
Elliot said.
Seth Albright, Huntington
junior, agreed that the area
could be better used.
Please see ALLEY, P2

reporter
From health benefits to a
salary schedule, Marshall's
Classified Staff Council has
questions, and Sen. Robert
Plymale has some answers.
In aspecial meeting Tuesday,
the council met with Plymale,
D-Wayne, to discuss arange of
issues and voice concerns over
various matters concerning
higher education.
Nina L. Barrett, president of
the Classified Staff Council, said
she understands the importance
of allowing the staff council to
interact with state legislators.
"Prior to each legislative ses-

sion, we bring in adifferent legislator each month. During the
meetings, we share our concerns over higher education and
share with them awish list of
ideas," Barrett said.
Plymale is the vice chairman of
the Senate Education Committee
and also serves as amember on
the Finance Committee.
Plymale addressed Senate Bill
653 and the Public Employee
Insurance Agency (PEIA), two
key programs affecting classified
employees at Marshall.
Senate Bill 653, introduced
Feb. 21, is a165-page bill based
on a study conducted by the
West Virginia Legislature and
by the National Center for

Higher Education Management
Systems (NCHEMS). The report
says the state's public colleges
and universities are underfunded when compared with peer
institutions nationally.
"Marshall has elevated to
beyond a regional university,"
Plymale said. "Marshall has
been shortchanged from the
tuition side. Tuition charges
lead to the amount of staff a
university can have."
One of the mam problems as a
result of Senate Bill 653 is that
no salary schedule has been
established for classified employees. "I am concerned about how
Please see STAFF, P2

SAPB offers games, prizes and tnore
by SARA PAYNE

reporter
Getting familiar with class
schedules and new faces could
daze anyone.
•
Independence Daze, atwo-day
event which began Tuesday and
ends today, is being sponsored
by the Office of Student
Activities at the Memorial
Student Center and Buskirk
Field. The free event includes
hot dogs, cotton candy, acomedian and concert.
"The money for Independence
Daze came from students activity fees," Student Activities
Programming Board (SAPB)
Executive Ralph Holbrook said.
"Therefore, every student should
come and participant in something."
A CD recording booth,
karaoke and casino night will

INDEPENDENCE
Celebrating StudentDAZE
Life! ...

10 a.m. -6p.m.

Student Organizations Fair (MSC)

Noon -5p.m.
2:30 -7:30 p.m.
4:30 -6:30 p.m.

CD recording (Don Morris room)
Casino Day (Don Morris Room)
Say What Karaoke (MSC)

10:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.

8-9p.m.

9-10:25 p.m.

Free snacks (MSC}

Comedian Wali Collins (MSC Plaza)
Concert with IMANI (MSC Plaza)
B. Be.rt<er!lne Parttvar:<>n

also be offered today.
"SAPB will be running all of
the events," SAPB Executive
J.S. Bragg said. "We have several prizes to give away, everything from paintball games to
free pizzas."

With more than 15 different
activities, the event is expected
to have agreater turnout than
last year.
"Fall 1996 was the biggest
Please see DAZE, P2
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new facuity
City considers user fee 73members
introduced
HUNTINGTON (AP)
Committee last month. It is on
Watch out Huntington workers, the schedule for discussion and
city officials are considering drafting at the group's Sept. 14
charging aservice user fee for meeting.
using city services.
Bobersky said based on an
The propo~lll would charge estimate that 25,000 people
people who work in Huntington work in Huntington, the fee
$1.80 per week, or $93.60 a could raise as much as $2.3 milyear, even if they don't live in lion ayear.
city limits.
Mayor Jean Dean said
The fee, which was voted according to 1993 figures, there
down in 1994, is one of several are about 15,000 workers in the
options being considered to city, which would generate
keep the city financially stable. $780,000 aweek.
A.F. "Bo" Bobersky, a Opponents to the "user fee"
Huntington City Council mem- _say it's aflat fee that charges
her, introduced the ordinance everyone the same amount,
to the City Council Finance whether they make $100,000 a

year or work 30 hours aweek
making minimum wage.
Those who work part time up
to 25 hours would be exempted.
Finance committee member
Cal Kent said another downside is that the fee would also
be applied to those who work
and live in Huntington, even
though city residents already
pay municipal and sewer fees.
"A lot of people were talking
to me about what agreat idea
this was," Kent said. "I said,
'Well, you are going to have to
pay it too.' Then they didn't
think it was such as good idea."
City workers had mixed opin-

Alley

SAPB

•From page 1

• From page 1

year for turnout and the
event's name was
Independence Daze," Bragg
said. "Basically we want at
least the same turnout for
this year so we decided to
rehash the old theme."
One of the main events
included is the Student
Organizations Fair which
introduces students to more
than 35 different organizations. Hosted at the
Memorial Student Center, it
is where clubs recruit new
members.
"There is a high drop-out
rate for individuals who do
not participant," Bragg said.
"It is important for each person to find agroup and stay
involved with that group."

photo by Mike Andnck

Allison Burner, right, of Parkersburg, resorts to some
unorthodox tactics to close the gap with Andi Callison, of
Scott Depot, on the Independence Daze obstacle course.
·instead of elevators.
blew as AEP restored the sys"I think that it is an inconve- tem from the original repair.
nience because I'm on the 13th Just as the elbow connector
floor. Iam going to have to walk blew, another fault occurred on
, up because I've got to get my the opposite end of campus.
From page 1
,books for class," freshman busi- "When we brought the originess
major Tiffany
Savageasaid.
back in, one of the
"Anytime
you introduce
fault nal repair
"Due to the electrical stress current
weak points in the syson awire that is capable other
and things, they fail over a
tem
failed
the original
of carrying acertain amount of breakdowndueofto the
period of time."
cable,"
current, if there are any more Sarrett
The failure in the manhole stress
said.
points in that wire, that At 5:30 p.m., this fault had
resulted in power outages from
'l\vin Towers East to Corbly will aid in helping it further not been found yet. Sarrett susHall. Dale Allman, director of break down," Sarrett said.
pected the fault occurred somethe physical p}ant, said "That's what the case is here where between the Memorial
Jenkins Hall and Corbly Hall that caused the trickle effect on Student Center and Smith
were both closed to classes dur- the underground system here," Hall.
ing the morning and afternoon he said.
The late afternoon faults
while AEP crews repaired the The trickle effect caused the resulted in power outages
original fault.
second fault at the switching throughout most of campus.
Residents of 'l\vtn Towers got cabinet, as afailed elbow con- The new outages caused the
some exercise as they were nector to the switching circuit university to cancel Tuesday's
forced to use the stairwells blew around 4p.m. The circuit remaining classes for the entire

Outages
.
strike campus
•

Staff council

•From page 1

·we transition to Bill 653 but
maintain fair and equal
salaries," Plymale said.
Salary schedules are used to
establish salaries and raises for
all classified staff positions,
regardless of the school.
"A secretary should be paid
the same no matter where they
work, but it is not that way,"
Barrett said.
"The consensus is to place a
new salary schedule in Senate
Bill 653. Other classified staff
councils need to contact legislators and make this a priority
and deadlines must be set to
get it done," Plymale said.
As Plymale concluded his discussion of the salary schedule,
council members wanted the
senator's views about PEIA.
"The legislature has made
commitments to PEIA and the
state cannot afford it. In about
six to eight years, there will be
80 million dollars in shortfall
for the program," Plymale said.

ions.
"Huntington should be thinking of ways to bring businesses
into the city," said Beth
Galloway, anurse at St. Mary's
Hospital, who lives in
Chesapeake, Ohio. "This could
run some businesses out of the
city."
But Edgar Snow, asteelworker who lives in Spring Valley,
said he thought the tax was
fair.
"The money to run the city
has to come from somewhere,"
Snow said. "W~ use Huntington's sewers and roads. We
should pay something."

PEIA is the state-operated
health insurance program that
provides health insurance coverage and benefits to approximately 200,000 public employees, retirees and their dependents each year.
Some of the money West
Virginia received from the federal tobacco settlement was
placed into PEIA, but according
to Plymale, only $5.6 million to
$5.8 million was given to the
program.
The rise in prices for pharmaceuticals has placed astrain on
PEIA, and Plymale does not
understand why prescription
drug prices in West Virginia
have dramatically increased.
"In West Virginia, because of
the age of our population, pharmaceuticals have increased 18
to 22 percent. The national
average is 8to 10 percent.
"The drug companies justify
increasing prices by saying it
costs so much for research and
development of drugs. I have
looked into the matter, and that
is not so," Plymale said.
Council member Leonard
Lovely questioned the coverage

"A secretary should be
paid the same no
matter where they
work, but it is not
that way."
Nina L. Barrett,

"I think that people who live
on campus, they just don't feel
like doing it and the people
who do commute have such
short breaks in between classes, they just don't have the
time so it's just underutilized."
Linda Champion, a Huntington sophomore, said she
hates to see the facility closed.
"I think it needs to be renovated, but I think they need to
keep it open," she said.
"There's a lot of students on
campus, like my husband, who
enjoy bowling... Ithink it's sad
that they took something away
from the students.''
The Student Center Governing Board plans to address the
issue later this semester to
decide on what will best fit the
area, Kirtley said.
Huntington campus.
The only buildings not affected included the John Deaver
Drinko Library, Old Main and
all buildings on the opposite
side of Fifth Avenue.
Al Ward, supervisor of building trades for residence services, said that as of 5:30 p.m.
power outages were still
reported in all of the original
buildings affected Tuesday
morning, along with Hodges
Hall.
Student security in 'l\vin
Towers said power had been
restored at 6:30 p.m. to the
dorms and lobby area.
At 7:30 p.m. 'l\vin Towers
East security said that one elevator was operating, but that
power outages would return to
the dorm within three hours.
"The Senate and the House
education staff are working
overtime on Senate Bill 653,
PEIA and the salary schedule.
Employees are our first priority,"
he said.
The next meeting for the
Classified Staff Council will be
Sept. 21.

Classified Staff Council president

of PEIA. "Ifwe are paying more Would you accept $25
and more for health benefits,
why does the state not pay for to save kids' lives?
optical and dental plans?"
Donate your life-saving
Plymale responded, "My feelblood plasma &receive
ing is that there will be no
$252TODAY
increased cost in PEIA this year." (for approx.
hours of your time).
The senator assured the
Call or stop by:
council that the issues disNabi
Biomedical Center,
cussed at the special meeting
551 2111 , Huntington
were being addressed by the
304-529-9713
Fees &donation lime may vary. Call for detalts.
Legislature.
www.nabl.com
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Great Job Opportunltles11

Hiring Students Part-Time NOW and Full-Time
During Breaks, Free Days and Summer
Flexible Hours at GRFAT PAYII

We ojfer 10-40 hours per week (more if desired) •

Route Delivery li. Packaging Positions

$6.SO -$10.00/ffour

Call Local Plant as soon as Possible

l-800-545-4423
Milton, WV
Parkersburg,
WV
Clarksburg,
WV
Sutton,WV
Portsmouth,
Gallipolis, OHOH

llJSS STH IVE
S22-239S

ISIJI 3R/J IVE

S23-1821

www.homecltylce.com

It is possible to train in one~ during school and work in
another during summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility
Start training NOW1

at annual meeting
by ANNA L. MALLORY
reporter

While half the campus was
studying in the dark, most of
Marshall's faculty met in the
Joan C. Edwards Playhouse
for the first .-----~
general faculty
meeting of the
year.
It was one of
the only buildings with power
at the time.
Faculty members walked into Donathan
the room prepared to hear President Angel's
State of the University address
and greet new colleagues, but
were met with other news.
Announcements of proposed
class cancellations and delays
were among the new items on
the agenda.
The purpose of the meeting
was mainly to introduce the
new members of the faculty
and hear the annual speech.
The address was given in the
fall this year because Angel
did not come to office until
January last year. It is usually given in the spring of each
year.
Dr. H. Keith Spears, vj;.e

president of communications,
said, "While we may have lost
power, we are still energized
here."
Faculty Senate President
Donna Donathan, welcomed
the new members and said it
was "one of the most important things on campus,"
despite other problems that
arose.
There were 73 new faculty
members hired this fall. Not
all were present because of
teaching and other obligations.
When the speech ended,
Donathan gave a final con.gratulations. She announced
the family picnic Sunday
afternoon in front of the
Memorial Student Center.
Then the meeting was dismissed to a reception downstairs in the Performing Arts
Center.
Faculty members and the
few students who attended
got the chance to speak with
the new and old members.
The next general faculty
meeting will not be until the
spring.
It is scheduled for
2p.m. April 12. The focus of
that meeting will be to honor
retiring faculty.

Ohio family' found dead

AVA, Ohio (AP) - Afamily were found after a blaze
of seven was found dead in
their fire-gutted home, victims of an apparent murdersuicide.
They had shown no signs of
violence, although the parents were discussing divorce,
neighbors and officials said.
Noble County Sheriff
Landon T. Smith wouldn't say
who he believes was responsible for the deaths, although
no one outside the family is
considered asuspect.
"This fire was definitely
set," Smith said. Afire accelerant was found on the scene.
The bodies of Richard
Pangle, 37, his wife Sheryl,
29, and their five children

destroyed their trailer around
3a.m. Monday.
Preliminary autopsy reports
showed the two youngest children, 5-year-old twins Trina
and Trinda, died of single gunshot wounds, Smith said.
Four guns and spent shells
were found in the living room
near the bodies of the parents
and their eldest daughter,
Kayla, 12. The bodies of the
twins and their brothers
Brett, 10, and Derek, 7, were
found in the two bedrooms.
Aneighbor in a camper
about 20 feet from the trailer
saw the fire and ran to anearby home to call for help,
Smith said.
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Homes For Rent

.
'

Employment

Near
MU Parking.
Efficiency Pets.
Apt. $265
A/C.
Ham
Off0.0.Street
A
uniqueHeavenly
work
not a
+
and utilities. No544-7392
restaurant;
Retailexperience,
specialty foods.
Need
aPlace toallLive?utilities
$475
including
Available
at 697-5771immediately Call Missy
Near
MU No1BR
+
utilities
Pets.Apartments
634-8419 $330

Employment

••.•M
••.•M.
••
.M
SPRINGBREAK
2001
On-campus
Reps GO
SELLHiring
TRIPS,
EARN
CASH,
FREE!!!
Student
Travel
Services
America'
s
#1
Student
Tour
Operator
Jamaica,
Mexico,
Bahamas,
Europe,
Florida
1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com

Help Wanted
ENcellent
Resume
Builder
Advertising
torSales Rep
Theand
Parthenon
Service
to ase,dsting
accounts,
assellweD
new
accounts
Gain
valuable
experience
in:
customer
service,
direct sales,
collecting,
billing,
layout
an<f
design
NoShould
ell(Jlerience
necessary
beand
outgoing,
personable
work·willing to
15%sales
commission
paid on
collections
For moreSandy
information
contact
Savage,
309Advertising
Smith HallManager
696-2273

Multi-task,
competitive
pay.
No
nights
Sundays.morning
Flexible
hours.delivery
2orpositions:
prep
and
with
car
and
early
p.m. toat close
(approx
6:30pm)
Apply
Heavenly
Ham,Shopping
Rt. 60
Eastern
Heights
Center
Work you own schedule.

Hostesses,
Waitresses,
Mixers,
Dancers.
18 orlots
olderof
with
desireMustNoto bemake
money.
experience
necessary.
Work
at
#1
club
i
n
Tri-s
state:
Lady
Godivas
Gentlemen'
Club.
Open
3pm
to
3am.
7363391
Direct Care Staff
Seeking
to work with
individualsemployees
with
developmental
disabilities.
Joblivingduties
include
teaching
daily
skills,medical
selfhelp
skills, implementing
procedures.
Cal
l
personnel
at
525-8014
Special event workers needed
Gate ticketWorkers
taker
Concession
venders
TicketStand
booth
cashiers
Contact KellyRunners
Services 529-2141
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell
Spring Break
2001 Trips
HIGHEST
COMMISSIONSLOWEST PRICES
NO COSTfood,
TO
YOUTravel
FREE
including
drink
& non-stop partiesll!
WORLD
CLASS
VACATIONS
2000
TRAVEL
PLANNERSSTUDENT
"TOP PRODUCER"
&MTV'S CHOICE (Spring Break
Cancun Party Program) 1-800222-4432

for Your Dorm Room
or Apartment

Improving Home lmprovemenr
• •• •
II

1.8 Cu. Ft. Compact
Refrigerator

•Freezer with ice cube tray •Adjustable
automatic thermostat •1full width
refrigerator shelf#114043

••

GoldStar®

sa,15 Mail-In Rebate
-s
$TA After Mail-In

1•

$5998

Sl681

0.7 Cu. Ft. Compact

Microwave
Oven
•700 watt •Recessed turntable system •3one~ouch

Large Family-Size
George
Foreman Grill
•Patented design for healthy

6'Berber
x9' Bound
Rug
•Extremely durable •Great

menus •Child safety lock IMA-780M) #105687

Rebate

cooking •Includes 2drip trays,
plastic spatula and leg extensions
#102977

for heavy traffic #31552

Back to School! Back to Lowe's!
$1499.

1~" Combination
Padlock

•Stainless steel case
•Easy-to-nod numbers
#60070

Organizer
Desk Lamp
•Black •Flexible neck adjusts

light up and down •Revolving
organizer base for storing small
desk supplies •Uses one 60 watt
bulb !not included) #112453

23.5 Gallon
Storage
Locker
•32"L x17'W x12¼"H

•Rust-resistant metal plated
latches •Molded-in handles
on each end #17465

$3494

s1214fl·lidn·,

USl(Q
20"
Box Fan
•22¼"Hx21¾"Wx,5¾"D •3

speed motor •Steel body #39574

5Shelf Unfinished
Wood
Shelving Unit
•Pre-assembled shelves

•White •Durable reinforced handle
and rim area #33264

tested up to 300 lbs. #66530

s47

1

Reach-Through Handle
Laundry Basket

$397

Your Choice

•Pneumatic seat height
adjustment •5dua~wheel
casters •Available in blue or
purple translucent "see
through" colors #112523,7

Deluxe
Storage/File
Crates
#69881

Ashland , KY
7405 US Route 60
(606) 928-2110
Monday:Friday 7a.m.-9p.m.
Saturday: 7a.m. -9p.m. •Sunday:10 a.m.-6p.m.

Your Choice

247

$3~.?.

Batteries
•Long-life alkaline

batteries •Saler for
the environment,
no mercury added

#33315;
98839

Barboursville, WV
700 Mall Road
(304) 736-8900
Monday: Friday 7a.m.-9p.m.
Saturday:7a.m. -9p.m. •Sunday: 10a.m. -6p.m.

•We gvoro11tee1 oor e..,e,ydoy compeht,ve prlCH II )'OU htid olowtr e..-erydoy or odvert,ud pnc, on on ,de,.,trtol stock ,tem at arty local retail competifor lftot hos the ,~min stock, II beattheir pt,ce by 101'
you buy ,om 1/S Just bnng us the competfor S("Urrenl od, or we Ilea/I to wet1o/ the •tem sprtee ff101 vou hove found.Cosh/chorge cord and carry ptuchos.s only Compe-t.;or scloseo..it.spec,ol order,
dwhen
scoritinued, c/eoroi,ce, /iquidohon end do..,ogec/ 1,ems ore excluded from th,s offer L1m1ted to reosonoble-quonf /Mts for homeowner and one-hoo~ order quonM,es for cash and carry c0t1troctors Current ,,,.
~

Your Choice

$5«?1
#33313;
98797

Trimstyle
Phone with Caller ID
•Strawberry or grape colors •Mute function
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OUR views
Students, faculty
needed better
communication
Wednesdai Sept.6,2000

Students were in the dark Tuesday, and it
was not just because of the power failure.
Avariety of problems left much of campus without power for short and long periods of time. Some
students were worried that they would not be able
to eat. Commuter students whose classes were
cancelled had to find some way to occupy their
time. Dorm residents were without elevator use not so bad ifthey had afirst or second floor room,
somewhat trucing ifthey were on the 14th or 15th.
We know the administration could not predict
the power outage and we are sure they did
everything in their power to resolve it as quickly as they could. But many students did not
know what was going on. Some students, and
even faculty members, did not know evening
classes had been cancelled.
This is auniversity; perhaps this can be a
learning experience. The administration should
develop aplan for power failures and other
non-emergency disruptions.
Put someone in the Student Center to keep
people updated. Post that information on the
school Web site so that even if the power is out,
people off campus will have had the opportunity to find out about it.
This solution would help students and faculty
who need to know what is going on. It would
also help the administration by funneling people with questions to asingle source, instead of
having people ask questions randomly.
We are not blaming the administration for
the power failure. These things happen. We are
simply suggesting better communication.

The Parthenon:
It's your newspaper

You hold in your hands adaily miracle.
At least 50 students work to bring you The
Parthenon each Tuesday through Friday.
Countless hours of information gathering,
interviewing, writing, photography, design and
selling advertisements go into each issue.
Our goal is to provide you with the complete
news of what's happening on campus.
Whether you're an alum living in California
who checks out our Web site or afreshman who
is trying to figure out what to do with some
spare time, we hope you find what you're looking for in The Parthenon.
If we make amistake, please bring it to our
attention immediately and we will correct it.
If we do something you like, please tell us
that also.
After all, you, the reader, are the reason
we've been here for 102 years.

sParthenon
Volume 102 • Number 2

The Parthenon, Marshall University's student

newspaper, Is published by students Tuesdays
through Fridays during the regular semesters. The
editor solely is responsible for news and
editorial content.

ANDREA COPLEY
editor

EVAN BEVINS

managing editor
Aaron Runyon . . . . . . . . . . news editor
Kimberly Bagby ..........wire editor
Michelle James . . . . . . . . . .sports editor
Rhanda Farmer . .. .. .. .. . . life! editor
Mike Andrick ..............photo editor
Terri Blair . . . . . . . . . . online editor
Marilyn McClure . .·. . . . . . . . . . adviser
Sandy Savage . . . advertising manager

311 Smith Hall
Huntington, WV 25755
PHONE (newsroom): (304) 696-6696
PHONE (advertising): (304) 696-2273
FAX: (304) 696-2519
E-MAIL: parthenon@marshall.edu
WEB PAGE ADDRESS:
http://www.marshall.edu/parthenon/

''While we may have lost power,
we are still energized here."
-Dr. H. Keith Spears,
vice president of communications speaking
at the general faculty meeting Tuesday
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SGA ready to work for,. students

Welcome back to Marshall! I
trust everyone had agreat summer, and Iknow you were all
very eager to get off the beaches
and get back to class.
As Ipromised last semester, Iwill
keep in touch with you through The
Parthenon to let you know what
your SGA is doing for you, and
what you can do for your SGA.
First of all, we had avery productive summer. We represented
you in service projects like the
Red Cross Donorama, the
Riversweep cleanup of the Ohio
River and, of course, Kidfest
where nearly 300 area youth and
50 student volunteers met on the
Walter "Lefty" Rollins Track for a
day of mentorship and activities.
We have also worked all summer
on things like Homecoming 2000,
the 30th anniversary memorial
service of the 1970 football plane
crash and the campus directory.
Speaking of the directory, if

wf._~R

student
l_xxiy
president
you need to change your number
or address, or eliminate it completely, you may do so online at
www.marshall.edu. Do it SOON
so that we can get your correct
number printed this year and
stay on schedule for production.
So what's going on right now, you
ask? As oflast week the Student
Senate is back in session, so if your
organization is in need of funding
for this semester then let us know.
My opinion is that your activity
fees go into these accounts, and
it is your right to make full use
of them.
We are preparing for this

month's big community service
project, the Chilifest. This event,
on Sept. 16th, is sponsored by
the Ronald McDonald House.
Last year, the Alpha Sigma Phi
fraternity helped them raise over
$10,000. SGA hopes to beat that
this year with your help. Also on
this month's agenda is what
President Dan Angel calls
"Sweatequity" day. By planting
flowers on campus and washing
cars (with the proceeds going to
the emergency loan account) we
hope that students will have a
larger sense of ownership and
belonging here at Marshall. It
will take place at 10 a.m. Sept.
30, and every freshman is
encouraged to attend.
We are also planning a
"Buskirk Bash" in early October.
An evening of concerts by regional bands and, Bob Pruett willing,
apep rally also.
While we are on the subject of

Freshmen should skip class, not read
assignments and pick up adrug·
habit
Sleep in acar, anew

Well, another year has begun
and anew batch of freshmen has
come to our fine campus.
Having been afreshman just
last year Isympathize with the
problems and concerns that the
incoming freshmen may have. So
Iadvice
will give them some of the
that Iwish Ihad gotten
when Ifirst started.
First of all, no matter what
your professor says, showing up
for class is not mandatory. Go
ahead and sleep in, you won't
miss much. In my experience,
most of the lectures are about
bass fishing and midgets.
If by some chance you happen
to accidentally stumble into class,
don't worry, this can be turned
into something positive. Since
you will not be in class often,
make sure to become friends with
all of your classmates during
class. They may come in handy
for some of the later advice.
You must keep acell phone or
pager on you at all times, especially during class. Again, your
professor doesn't really mean for
you not to have them, they just
want to know which students are
easily led and which ones, like
you, will succeed.
Your professor will also miss
you, so be sure to talk to him
throughout his or her lecture,
preferably about the subjects at
hand - bass fishing and midgets.

friend's bed or even a
gutter,
but don't go back
LUKE
DMRON
to the dorm. The
guest
columnist students who aren't as
dedicated as you to sucIf for some reason your professor ceeding could be bad
does not seem enthused with your
influences.
input, remember that it IS your
tuition that pays them. Don't be

afraid to remind them of that.
As far as the outside reading Your drug of choice is not importhe professor says is "required," a tant, but agood rule of thumb is:
hearty, written laugh is in order. the harder, the better. Nothing
HAHAHAHA.
will help you through college betAnyway, take the money you ter than agood, old-fashioned
have received for books and go heroin addiction.
out. The only thing that you need Another advanced technique is
to be reading is adrink menu. to spend so many nights outside
If you have followed my advice of your dorm that you forget
thus far, you will not be spending what your room number is. Sleep
alot of time in class, so you will in acar, anew friend's bed or
need something to do outside of even agutter, but don't go back
class. You have to establish asolid to the dorm. The students who
base in your activities. Therefore, aren't as dedicated as you to sucyou must drink alot of alcohol. ceeding could be bad influences.
Drink from the point that you
this point on you will have
wake up, until you pass out in toFrom
blaze your own path. The only
whatever place you happen to fall. remaining piece of advice that I
Whether going out or staying have for you is this: Don't believe
in, this will make you the life of • everything that you read or hear.
the party. From here, only the
most dedicated and talented will Luke Damron Is areporter for
achieve success.
The Parthenon. Comments may
To really succeed you should be sent to him at mlntprozac@
try to get anasty drug habit.
aol.com.

Let readers know your view

BY FAX BY PHONE BY E-MAIL

The Parthenon - Letters
311 Smith Hall
Huntington, WV 25755

d:"'°"',.:,"' ·~
at (304) 696-2519.

Call The Parthenon
at (304) 696-6696.

E-mail The Parthenon
at parthenon@marshaH.edu

football, the director of athletics,
Lance West, wants me to remind
you that with the addition of our
new seats at the stadium, it is
imperative we try our best to pull
away from the tailgates alittle earlier to get into the games on time. I
am in negotiations about getting
another gate open for students.
Well, these are just afew of the
things your SGA is working on. As
always Ihighly encourage your
participation and input.
If you have agood idea, or if you
don't like how something is being
done, please let us know. My
phone number on campus is 6966436 and at home is 529-1717.
Please feel free to stop by the
office on the second floor of the
Memorial Student Center at any
time. Remember, it's your SGA, and
Ilook foiward to hearing from you.
Bill Walker is the student body
president.

Going dry is only
one step in light
of alcohol control

Daily Collegian staff editorial
(Pennsylvania State U.)
(U-WIRE) UNIVERSITY
PARK,
Pa. - Last Monday,
19 of the 21 Panhellenic
Council sororities showed
their support for eliminating
alcohol-related functions at
Pennsylvania State University's fraternities. This decision comes on the coattails of
the choices of several fraternities that, in accordance with
their national fraternities,
have decided to go dry - or,
in other words, not allow alcohol on or in their properties
during social events and other
functions.
While fraternities and sororities across the nation have
begun to"fight the war against
alcohol abuse at university
campuses by going dry, there is
agreat deal of skepticism as to
whether or not these plans will
actually work in the long run.
These new rules and regulations are astep in the right
direction but Greek life leaders need to encourage an attitude shift among fraternity
and sorority members, especially if they want to get back
to the reason fraternities and
sororities were founded in the
first place.

Editorial policy

Please keep letters to the editor no
longer than 250 words. Longer letters
may be used as guest columns at the editor's discretion. All letters must be signed
and include an address or phone number
for confinnation. Letters may be edited for
libelous statements, available space or
factual errors.
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GBP plans trip New ticket sales for MAS

by RIN N. EMCH
reporter
Gamma Beta Phi, an academic
honor society on campus, plans
to start the fall semester by
attending the National Gamma
Beta Phi Convention on Sept. 29
to Oct. 1in New Orleans.
The convention is an opportunity for members to learn more
about Gamma Beta Phi, its
philosophies and operation.
"At the convention, we will
hold a variety of workshops
dealing with corporate America," GBP national business
manager ·Jimmy D. McNutt
said.
"Some topics include how to
apply for grad school, how to
write agood resume and how to
•market
··Thereoneself."
will also be workshops
that explain each GBP office
and how to perform its duties
and obligations.
"Anyone interested in holding an office in the future, or
who just wants to have agood
time, is strongly encouraged to
attend," Erik Testa, chapter
president, said.
Seven Marshall students, and
20 from other West Virginia

schools, are planning to attend
the conference, which is expected to draw nearly 600 students
from across the nation.
The last GBP conference
attended by Marshall students
was in 1998 in North Carolina.
GBP is anon-secret, non-profit, co-educational service and
honor society.
'lb be in the honorary, students must complete one semester at Marshall and finish in the
top 20 percent of their class.
After joining the society, they
must remain in the top 30 percent of their class.
Failure to meet those guidelines will result in suspension
and possibly expulsion from the
society. Induction is by invitation only.
Because GBP is an academic
honor society, membership does
not exclude students from joining other fraternities or sororities on campus.
GBP plans to participate in
service activities throughout
the semester, including Adopta-Highway, aMuscular Dystrophy Association fund-raiser
and aChristmas stocking stuffing fund-raiser to help needy
families.

bJ SHALLON
JONES
reporter

Getting tickets for the
Marshall Artists Series (MAS)
just got alittle easier.
Starting this semester, the
Marshall Artists Series has
joined with Ticketmaster to
sell tickets at the Joan C.
Edwards Performing Arts
Center box office.
"The Marshall Artists Series
is definitely an institution of
not only this university, but of
the community in general,"
Penny Watkins, directot; of
MAS,
said.
Angela Jones, MAS director
of marketing and external
affairs, said teaming up with
Ticketmaster is an advantage
for students and the public.
"Students no longer have a
set number of tickets set aside,
and the public may purchase
tickets online anytime and in
area stores that sell Ticketmaster tickets," Jones said.
This fall the MAS will host
guests from avariety of backgrounds.
"This year, the Marshall
Artists Series is a little more
diverse in the types of shows

being presented," Watkins
said.
Little Richard will perform
at 8p.m. Sept. 21 at the KeithAlbee Theatre.
He claims to be the creat.or of
rock 'n' roll. Some of his most
popular songs are "Tutti Frutti,"
"Long Tall Sally," "Lucille" and
"Good
Golly, Miss Molly."
The Broadway Musical
"Jekyll &Hyde" will take place
at 8p.m. Oct. 5at the KeithAlbee Theatre.
This musical play is about
Dr. Jekyll, a man against his
own self, and alter ego,
Edward Hyde.
The Fall Film Festival will
take place Oct. 13-19 at the
Cinema Theatre, 1023 Fourth
Avenue.
This year's films will be "All
About My Mother," "Mifune,"
"Same Old Song," "Regret to
Inform," "West Beirut" and
"Topsy Turvy."
"Steei Pier" is anew Broadway
Musical coming t.o the KeithAlbee at 8p.m. Oct. 25.
The musical takes place during the post-depression era,
when couples would compete
in dance marathons to win
money and fame.

Acomedy troupe will perform "Capitol Steps" at the
Keith-Albee at 8p.m. Nov. 1.
This political humor skit
plays to music and uses breaking news themes in its act.
Kenny Rogers will perform his
new family show, "Christmas
from the Heart," at 7p.m. Dec.
12.
The performance will be at
the Huntington Civic Arena
and will include Christmas
songs such as "The Christmas
Song," "Let It Snow" and
"White Christmas."
"I think the Marshall Artists
Series performances are a
great opportunity to experience professional touring
shows that you would normally have to go to a big city to
see, and full-time students get
it for free," Jones said.
Starting this semester, stu-·
dents may purchase tickets for
the MAS at the Joan C.
Edwards Performing Arts
Center box office from 11:30
a.m. to 6p.m. Monday through
Friday.
"By having the box office in
the Joan C. Edwards
Performing Arts Center, it
makes it easier for students to

get tickets," junior counseling
student Rick V. Napier of
Madison said. "They don't have
to go to the basement of Smith
Hall anymore." ·
Public tickets go on sale one
month before the performance,
and student tickets go on sale
three weeks before the performance.
Tickets for full-time students
are free, part-time students
half price and guests full price.
Students are required to
bring their Marshall IDs to the
box office and performance.
If astudent shows up at a
performance without a Marshall ID, he or she will be
turned away, Jones said.
AMAS newsletter may be
picked up either at the box
office or the :MAS offices at the
Jomie Jazz Center.
The spring schedule for the
MAS will include Stars of
Magic Jan. 19 and 20, Spring
International Film Festival
Feb. 9-16, "Annie" March 7,
"Aida" April 2and Quartet to
Gelato April 26.
"There is a good variety
this year," Watkins said.
"Hope-fully there is something for everyone."

The Parthenon ,>
The Student Government
Association discussed safety
information packages and
Sweatequity Day as well as
other topics during1 their first
meeting of the semester.
Information packages will
be given to UNI 101 professors to be passed out to students.
These packages include
information helping them to
avoid dangers, such as drug
use and sexual assault,
while in college.

Marshall President Dan
Angel is giving students an
opportunity to give back to
their university.
Sweatequity Day, which
will be Sept. 30, is aimed at
freshmen. It will give them
the chance to work for the
institution.
There are open senate
seats for the College of
Liberal Arts, College of
Science and the Graduate
School. Any student interested can apply in the SGA
office in Memorial Student
Center 2W29B .

New prayer service begins on campus briefly. .
Center.
Huntington's Trinity Episcopal tor of the series.
bf SAEEDreporter
ALSHAHRANI <- Church.
"We hope to offer students an At the recent national church

Marshall University students can attend prayer service
every Sunday night at the
Campus Christian Cent~r
chapel.
The newly formed LutheranEpiscopal Campus Ministry
offers
students aprayer servi{:e
at 10 p.m. each Sunday during
the fall semester.
The program focus is on
prayer, psalms and quiet reflection.
"It is a traditional service,"
said the Rev. Alma Beck, head of

"We use modified Gregorian
chants and chant some of the
songs on the reading. We have
incense and candles. It's a
quiet, meditative service."
The new Compline Worship
Series welcomed students by
helping them move into the
dormit.ories.
"Compline is not identified
with either of our traditions,
but is part of the heritage of the
entire Western church and is
being rediscovered now in both
of our communions," said the
Rev. Donald Vinson, coordina-

opportunity for quiet reflective
worship, kind of aquiet way to
start the week," Beck said.
Vinson said, "We hope that
this short and tranquil prayer
liturgy will provide MU students and others ameaningful
closing to the week past and a
hopeful beginning for the week
to come."
The new Lutheran-Episcopal
Campus Ministry is headed by
Beck, and the Rev. Jeffrey Wick
from St. Paul's Lutheran
Church. Their offices are located in the Campus Christian

convention, both the
Evangelical Lutheran Church
and the Episcopal Church ratified anew relationship of intercommunion known as "Called
to Common Mission."
In their annual convention
July 7in Denver, the churches
moved closer to creating aformal alliance for recognizing
their traditions and sharing
resources.
"Worship is a strength that
the Lutheran and Episcopal
Churches already share,"
Vinson said.
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Computing services keeps students connected
by MARTHA SNYDER

reporter
Moving into the dorms, buying books and finding the right
classrooms cause enough stress
for students without the problem of finding and using computers.
Marshall has plans to make
computer access easier.
New computers have been
installed in the e-Post Office in
the Memorial Student Center.
The terminals allow students
to sign on to a computer and
check their e-mail.

According to Les Preece, associate
vices, director
the e-Postof computing
Office helpsser-to
alleviate problems of overcrowding in the other computer labs in
Gullickson Hall, the John
Deaver Drinko Library, Corbly
Hall, Smith Hall, Harris Hall
and 'I\vin Towers East and West.
Students who bring computers from home face the problem
of getting networked Internet
access.
During move-in weekend,
five employees from Computing
Services helped install more
than 180 ethernet cards in stu-

Need ajob? Career
center may help
by JASON THACKER

reporter
The Career Services Center
offers acareer development program that can help prepare students entering the work force.
The program, which includes
individual career counseling
and computer-based. career
testing, is available to help students match their abilities,
interests and aptitudes with a
career path.
According to the center's director, Sue Wright, career planning
advice is offered to all stl.1.(.lents,
not just graduating seniors.
"Here at the center, we serve
students from the time they
enter as freshmen until their
graduation and beyond," she
said. "For those incoming students who are undecided .about
what to majo"r in, one of our
trained career counselors will
give them acareer test. We will
then interpret the test_ and
offer the appropriate advice."
Wright said she understands
students often have to work
while in school and the Career
Center can help them find ajob
or an internship. One way the

center helps students find parttime, temporary and full-time
positions is by organizing six
job fairs during the school year.
The first job fair will be Sept.
20 in the Don Morris Room of
the Memorial Student Center.
At ajob fair, employers come
to campus to talk to students
and graduates about their companies or organizations.
Participants for the first fair,
such as Amazon.com and King's
Daughters Medical Center, may
be screening for formal intervi(lwees or seeking applicants
for immediate openings.
"We don't find jobs for students," Wright said. "We do,
however, help students learn
how to write resumes, how to
interview, how to network.
"If they are going to relocate
to another area, we'll try to find
Marshall alumni that might be
able to open some doors for
them. What we do is help students learn how to find ajob,"
Wright said.
More information about the
Career Services Center can be
obtained by calling 696-2370 or
sending e-mail to careerservices@marshall.edu.

dents' computers.
Ethernet cards are high speed
modem cards that are attached
to private line services.
ThethecardsInternet
allow users
log
onto
faster tothan
with anormal modem.
Their speed is anywhere from
10 to 100 MB, whereas aregular modem's connection is limited to 56 KB.
The price of the cards, which
can be installed at any time,
went down from $60 to $20,
making it easier for students to
use the Internet on campus,
Preece said.

If students need any help
with their computers, they can
bring them to the Drinko
Library. If astudent is unable
to carry the computer, the computer center will provide a
dolly, Preece said.
"We want students to use
their computers here, "Preece
said.
"Sixty percent of students in
the nation have a personal
computer. Last year, 40 percent
of Marshall students owned
photo by MarthaSnyder
their own computer. We hope to
get that number up to 50 per- Computers fill the Twin Towers computer lab on move-in weekcent this year."
end as they wait to be equipped with ethernet cards.

Rahall center aims to build
'jobs through transportation'
by ADAM GRAHAM

reporter
Marshall students can
study transportation in West
Virginia with a new transportation research center.
The university is the site of
the Nick J. Rahall II Appalachian Transportation Institute (ATI), the newest of 33
such centers across the country.
"We are building jobs
through transportation at
Marshall and the colleges of
southern West Virginia,"
Rahall (D-W.Va.) said in a
media release. "That's what
the institute is all about."
The institute is located in
the first floor of Gullickson
Hall.
"This center performs
research, develops education
programs and provides for
technology transfers," Dr.
Richard Begley,director of the
center, said.
There are 24 projects under
way, and that number is
expected to increase, Begley
said.
He said he hoped to make a
formal announcement of addi-

INDEPENDENCE DAZE.•.
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tional projects soon.
Current projects include
developing a better lamp to
use on highway signs for the
U.S. Department of Energy,
and looking at apossible public port on the Ohio River for
the West Virginia Port
Authority.
The projects are a joint
effort between faculty and
students.
There are more than 30 students receiving compensation
for education expenses
through ATI.
As more projects are added,
the number will increase.
Not only does ATI fund
research projects, it also
works to develop transportation
and programs
throughcourses
the university.
This
field covers a wide range of
subjects such as geography,
geology and safety.
ATI's six-year funding is
provided by grants through a
variety of sources, including
the U.S. Department of Transportation.
This funding
wasefforts
securedof
mainly
through the
Rahall and Sen. Robert C.
Byrd, D-W.Va.
"Those two gentlemen
deserve alot of credit for providing opportunities for students toandcome,"
faculty
many
years
Begleyfor said.
More information about
projects is available by calling
Begley at 696-6660.

Child academy receives grant
by KATE R. JOHNSON

reporter
The Marshall University
Child Development Academy
has been approved for asecond year of funding under a
federal higher education
grant.
Students who have children may qualify for scholarships for child daycare.
The Child Care Access
Means Parents in Schools
Grant of$59,600 was awarded to the program last
November and used to purchase toys and equipment
for the Academy'snew building at 22nd Street apd Fifth
Avenue. Scholarships were
offered last year for the children of students.
Leah Tolliver, chairwoman
of the scholarship committee, said one of the, purposes
of the grant is to make higher education more obtainable to those with children.
The Academy offers a
developmental care program
for infants and children
three months to six years.
Seventy-six percent of the
children enrolled this fall
are children of Marshall students.
The program is funded by
student fees, children's
tuition and reimbursement
of USDA money.
The tuition for the child is
a sliding fee based on
income.
"Even though the tuition is
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10:00 a.m. •6:00 p.m.

45 Student Organizations Fair (MSC)
10:30 a.m. •1:30 p.m.

FREE snow cones, hot dogs and cotton candy (MSC)
12:00 p.m. •5:00 p.m.
FREE CD Recording Booth (MSC, Don Morris Room)
· 2:30 p.m. •7:30 p.m.
Casino Night/Day (MSC, Don Morris Room) *100 prizes
4:30 p.m. •6:30 p.m.
Say What Karaoke (MSC)
8:00 p.m. •9:00' p.m.
/
Outdoor Comedian Wali Collins
(MSC Plaza)
9:00 p.m. •10:15 p.m.

Outdoor Concert featuring IMANI (MSC Plaza)
INDEPENDENCE DAZE IS SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES PROCRAMMINC BOARD
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Advertising Sales Rep
for The Parthenon
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on asliding fee, the scholarship has helped to alleviate
some financial burden on
students," Marianna Linz,
co-director of the grant project said.
The grant has enhanced
the qualityof the program
and has allowed the program
to employ teachers with
degrees in most classrooms,
Linz said.
Academy director Joan
Adkins said the grant has
enriched the program for the
children byofferingresources
like playground equipment,
books and toys.
"Whenwe had thegrand
opening last year,you would
have walked through this
buildingand thought,'There
is nothing for kids to do,'
Adkins said.
"The grant money helped
us get toys, playground equipment,tablesand chairs."
In addition tochild care
the Academy offers students
majoring in earlychildhood
education, psychology and
speech pathology the opportunity for observation and
practicums.
Other programs the grant
will help fund this year
include the purchasing of
outdoor playequipment, an
operatingsubsidy, aninformational brochure, an education library for teachers on
multicultural programming
for young students, computers with Internet access and
alibrary for parents.
~
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COLA handbook on CD-ROM

College of Liberal Arts goes digital,
puts information on compact disc

pholo by Enn N. Emch

From left, Kellie Crawford, Jamey Jones, Robyn Hicks, Jessica
Markley, Jess Lilly and LeeAnn Jordan distributed their Rush
lists Tuesday at the Rho Chi table outside of the Memorial
Student Center.

by MAKIKO SASANUMA
reporter
Student handbooks and
Infotech Guide CD-ROMs have
been distributed to College of
Liberal Arts students to help
them succeed at Marshall.
COLA is one of the first colleges nationwide, and the only
college at Marshall, to make
this information available to
students said Dr. Joan Mead,
COLA dean.
The Student Handbook con-

tains information about academic policies, regulations, fees,
the university calendar, student
activities and organizations.
The handbook also contains
adaily planner.
Donna Spindel, associate
dean of COLA, said the student
book and daily planner will help
students familiarize themselves
with academic requirements
and opportunities as well as the
many activities available to students outside the classroom.
Although the handbook is

available only to freshmen, the
Infotech Guide CD-ROM is
available to every COLA student.
The Infotech Guide is aCDROM containing information
similar to the handbook. It
also includes the entire undergraduate catalog.
The CD-ROM offers students
information about both the
academic and non-academic
sides of the university in an
accessible and portable format.
The Infotech Guide contains
direct links to professors' email, campus maps, services
and alist of places to eat away
from campus.

by MARTHA SNYDER
reporter
Dr. Robert Evans, professor
of special education at
Marshall, died of a heart
attack Aug. 12, just one week
before school started.
"It's a real loss to the program," Dr. Robert Angel, special education coordinator,
said.
"He taught classes and had
skills that none of us had."

Evans was aprofessor for 19
years and spent 14 years in the
special education department.
He graduated with his master's of education in 1973 from
University of Miami (Florida)
and received his education
degree from the University of
Virginia in 1980.
"He was very interested in
technology and special education," Dr. Carl Johnson, chairman of the College of Education
and Human Servic~s, said. "He

was willing to take the time to
receive extra training to make
his classes better."
Evans received many honors. He had an article published in the Gifted Education
Quarterly, in 1999, and he
received a Certificate of
Assistive Technology in 2000.
Before Evans died, he was
working to get certified in
Rehabilitation Engineering and
Assistive Technology Society of
North America Assistive
'

Mead said the Infotech
Guide is a good reference for
students and should contribute to students' success at
Marshall
COLA introduced its first
version last year. This year's
version contains more information with expanded content
and easier access.
Tiffany Bailey, Bluefield
junior, said using last year's
version was difficult because it
was not user-friendly.
Mike McCormick, Princeton
junior, agreed.
"I like using this CD (2000
version) a lot," he said. "It's
Web-based and user-friendly."

Technology Provider, which
focused on the use of technology
for persons with disabilities.
He had spent the summer
attending the RESNA Annual
Conference, Johnson said.
"He was really committed to
the welfare of his students and
was always trying to make his
classes better," Dr. Jane
McKee,
associate dean of the
College of Education, said. "He
will
be greatly missed by all
who knew him.

Rho Chis remain Dr. Robert Evans' death a'real loss'
neutral during
Rush counseling
by ERIN N. EMCH
reporter
For a Rho Chi, sisterhood
means disaffiliating herself
from her sorority, learning
how to counsel people to make
their own decisions and new
friends.
"Joining a sorority wa1o the
best decision I have ever
made," Jessica L. Markley,
Williamstown senior, said. "I've
developed many close friendships within my own sorority
and now that I have become a
Rho Chi, Ihave been able.to do
the same with girls from other
sororities."
ARho Chi is asorority piember who functions as are&ruitment counselor during the
Rush process, when prospective members tour and
research prospective sororities.
She acts as a counselor and
friend to girls going through
Rush by answering their questions about sorority life.
"Sorority Rush is a great
opportunity for both Rho Chis
and rushees, ' said head Rho Chi
Kellie Crawford, Winfield senior.
"We get to meet and socialize
with many different women in
an unbiased environment."
In order for them to be unbiased, some restrictions are
placed on the Rho Chis. They
are not allowed to wear or display their sorority letters,
socialize with their sisters or do
at)ything else that may give
away to which sorority they
belong. They are to only to
socialize with other Rho Chis
and rushees.
.
"Being aRho Chi allows us to
develop sisterhood outside of
our own sorority," Shannon
Hines, Winfield senior, said. "In

the past couple of weeks, I've
gotten to know girls from other
sororities that I previously
didn't know."
There are two ways to
become aRho Chi. All members
of the Panhellenic Counsel, the
executive board for the Greeks,
are automatically Rho Chis.
Other women interested in
being a Rho Chi must apply
and be interviewed.
Representatives are chosen
from each sorority to be Rho
Chis.
Once they are chosen to be
Rho Chis, the women go
through a week of training
focused on improving their
counseling skills.
This year, the women
returned to Marshall a week
before classes started and
received training from both the
Women's Center and the
Counseling Center in Huntington.
Most Rho Chis are juniors or
seniors, and must have worked
as arusher.
"I have been both a rusher
and arushee, and I wanted to
see things from the other side,
Jessica Lilly, Wellsburg senior,
said. Iwanted to see it [Rush]
from every angle... It was just
something I wanted to do
before Ileft."
Crawford's reason for becoming a Rho Chi was similar. "I
wanted to see the Rush process
from different angles. Iwas the
Rush Director for my sorority '
in the fall of '98 and the spring
of'99 and Iwanted anew experience."
Any women interested in
signing up for fall Rush must
do so by Thursday, when Rush
week activities begin. Rush
week runs through Monday.

by LARA K. STREIT
reporter
Several changes are occurring at the W. Page Pitt School
of Journalism and Mass
Communications including the
arrival of two professors, anew
special topics course and adigital photo lab.
Professor Joan Price is the
new public relations professor.
Before her arrival at Marshall,
Price taught at Northwestern
University in Chicago and Ohio
University in Ironton. In
Chicago, she was the executive
editor of Asian Sources Media
Group, the largest magazine in
Asia.
She is assisting Professor
Dan Hollis with Cross Media
News, a new special topics
course. This course is designed
to train journalists in the
changing media market.
"All the media is converging,
so this class helps journalists
become competent in all areas,"
Price said.
Hollis said if the course
proves to be fruitful, it may
become part of the regular curriculum.
Dr. Cornelius B. Pratt is
another new professor. He is
the Carter G. Woodson Visiting

Professor of Journalism and
Mass Communications for the
university. The position was
named in honor of Carter G.
Woodson, a Huntington resident who received his Ph.D. at
Harvard University. Woodson
established Black History
Week, which is now Black
History Month.
Pratt is from Nigeria, and
taught at Weber State University
in Utah, Virginia Tech and
Michigan State. He works with
the office of Multicultural Affairs
and International Programs at
Marshall and is helping to
reestablish the National Association of Black Journalists.
"I enjoy being here because
this position allows me to do
more than Inormally get to do,
such as working with the
Multicultural Affairs and
International Programs office,"
Pratt said.
Another addition to SOJMC
will be a new photo lab.
Professor Rebecca Johnson
said there is aneed to move to
digital photography.
"A request for the lab had
been made earlier. It was just a
matter of funding," Johnson
said. The lab should be complete by the end of the semester, she said.

hanges in store
for journalism school
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Wo~en's soccer wins again
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The women's soccer team extended its record to 3-0 with a
7-0 victory over Lafayette. Freshman Amanda McMahon
recorded ahat trick and two assists.
Sophomore goalkeeper Kayla Johnson had two saves and
has not been scored on this season.
Page edited by Evan Bevins

Leftwich, new players share stage
by JILL C. NETTLES
reporter
In the fourth quarter of
Marshall's 2000 football debut
against Southeast Missouri
State on Thursday night, quarterback Byron Leftwich turned
to the fans in the west grandstand in his bright yellow
undershirt smiled and gave the
thumbs up.
The Thundermg Herd faithful may get to see the new
quarterback do much more of
that during this season.
The fans gave their approval
of Leftwich's performance with
aplayed
standing
ovation
he
his last
downafter
in the
third quarter. His final statistics were 13-of-20 passes completed for 205which
yardshelped
and lead
two
touchdowns,
the Thundering Herd to a63-7
victory over Southeast
Missouri State University.
Marshall extended the
nation's longest winning streak
to 18 games and the nation's
longest home win streak to 32.
The win against the Indians
gave
Coach .Bob
Pruett Marshall
a51-4 record. No coach
in college football has posted a
better record after his first four
seasons than Pruett. His legacy
began in 1996 when he became
the third coach in college football history to go unb~eaten in
his first season.
Southeast Missouri quarterback Rashad West was impressed by Marshall's reserve
players.
"They wore us out with their
depth," he said.
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West may have been referring to the three-pronged running attack of Brandon Carey,
Chanston Rodgers and Ernest
Pitts who combined for 146
yards on 29 carries. Rodgers
also scored three touchdowns.
"We do have a lot of depth
and Iam lucky to be part ofit,"
Pitts said.
One notable reserve was
safety Larry Davis, who took
the place of starter Doug
Hodges, who was suspended for
one game for disciplinary reasons.
Another reserve, quarterback
Stephen Galbraith, came in to
throw
one to two
Johntouchdown
Cooper forpasses,
four
yards and the other to Andrew
Cowan for 10 yards.
The game's outcome was
determined fairly early, but it
did give fans a chance to see
how
Leftwichforwould
as the
replacement
1999doReisman
Trophy Finalist Chad
Pennington.
The 6-foot-5, 230-pound redshirt sophomore from Capitol
Heights, Md. showed former
Marshall defensive coordinator
and current Indians Coach Tim
Billings he is asolid player.
"Leftwich threw the ball well
and made good decisions,"
Billings said.
The Thundering Herd will be
in East Lansing, Mich.,
Saturday to square off with
Michigan State.
The Spartans finished finby MikeAndnck
ished the season ranked No. 7 Byron Leftwich (left) throws apass to wide receiver Nate Poole during Marshall's photo
63-7 victory
in the Associated Press poll. over Southeast Missouri State. The Thundering Herd plays Michigan State on Saturday.
The Thundering Herd was Spartans finished last season ranked No. 7in the Associated Press poll, with a10-2 record The
and
ranked at No. 10
aCitrus Bowl victory over Florida.

MSU
coach wary
of Herd

EAST LANSING, Mich.
(AP) - Football coaches
don't bad-mouth opponents, especially just
before the first game of
the season.
But when Michigan
State coach Bobby
Williams lauded Marshall
on Monday, he had good
reason.
"It's quite obvious from
the way they've dominated the Mid-American
Conference the past
three years they have
far
talent
than
the superior
rest of that
league,"
Williams said. "So I
think this is going to be a
very, very tough opener
for us."
Michigan State hosts
Marshall on Saturday in
its season opener.
And the record book is
enough to convince the
Spartans not to take
Marshall for granted.
While the Spartans are
coming off a10-2 record,
which includes aCitrus
Bowl triumph, the
Thundering Herd was 130last season with aMotor
City Bowl victory.

MAC wins with Toledo victory
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FREE BUS
SERVICE FOR

MARSHALL STUDENTS
THE WHOLE MONTH OF
SEPTEMBER ON ALL
TTA BUSES

by RICHARD ROSENBLATI
AP Football Writer
They were cheering for Toledo
• at the Iowa Beef Steakhouse.
Ohio University had just been
beaten by Iowa State on
Saturday, but the players
applauded the Rockets' upset of
Penn State earlier in the day,
anyway.
Coach Jim Grobe and his team

were chowing down at the Des
Moines, Iowa, eatery after a
tough 25-15 loss to the Cyclones
in Ames.
"We were watching highlights
of the Toledo win and our kids
were cheering," Grobe said.
It's aconference thing, Grobe
said. Both teams are in the MidAmerican Conference (MAC),
whieli, enjoys taking on college
football's big boys and pulling off
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an occasional upset.
Toledo's 24-6 win at Penn
State ranks among the most satisfying. The Nittany Lions were
11-0 against MAC teams before
Toledo came to town.
"Our guys take alot of pride in
the conference," Grobe said. "To
see Miami beat Vanderbilt (3330 in overtime) and Toledo beat
agreat program like Penn State
pumps up our programs and
puts pressure on our guys to
perform well."
The Bobcats get another shot
when they visit Minnesota on
Saturday. In recent years, Ohio
has come close, losing to North
Carolina State 34-31 on alate
blocked punt in 1998 and to
Kansas State 23-20 in '97.
It's not often teams in the
same
other, conference
but in thepullMAC'fors each
case
there's a one-word reason:
respect.
"More than anything, it's
about respect," Grobe said.
"They want respect for the
MAC."
Adding Marshall to the MAC
mix has helped, too.
"It's a great win for Toledo,"
Rockets coach Gary Pinkel said.
"I think Marshall and some others have stepped up and won outof-confer~nce games and for us to
do it is great for the conference."
The Thundering Herd, meanwhile, visit Michigan State on
Saturday - their first game
aBig Ten team.
•against
MICHIGAN LOSES TE:
Quarterback Drew Henson
(fractured right foot) won't be
back for atight
few end
weeks,Shawn
but
Michigan
Thompson is out for the season
with an injured left knee.
Thompson
will probably"Shawn
have surgery
sometime
this
week," Michigan coach Lloyd
Carr said Monday. "He's probably as good ablocking tight end
as we've had at Michigan since
I've been here."
Benny Joppru, who scored two
touchdowns on four catches in
nine games last season, steps in
for Thompson.
"Joppru's aguy with good ability," Carr said. "He can run and
do a lot of things. He's got to
step up now."
Thompson (6-4, 254 pounds)
was injured during Saturday' s
42-7 win over Bowling Green.
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soccer
Buckeyes best Herd Mens
team hosts

by MICHAEL ADAMS
reporter
After losing four straight
matches in the this past weekend at the Hokie Classic at
Virginia Tech, women's volleyball coach Steffi Legall headed
into Tuesday's contest against
Ohio State with little confidence, but left with more.
Marshall lost the match 0-3,
but Legall said she was pleased
with the team's performance.
"That was probably the best
team we played so far," Legall
said. "I think it was agood confidence builder for us to head
into our conference games."
Ohio State jumped to a 6-3
lead in the first game before
senior outside hitter Wendy
Williams served for three
straight points to tie the game.
The Buckeye's regained service control after aThundering
Herd hit into the net. OSU's
Erin Treadway served for
another score to put the
Buckeyes up by one.
After three side-outs, freshman setter Andrea Kastein
served for Marshall's eighth
point of the game.
Ohio State would come back
to take a 13-8 lead, but
Williams answered the
Buckeye's lead and scored two
service points to bring the
game to 13-10.
Ohio State scored the final
two points of the first game for
the win.
"We stuck with them,"
Williams said. "The score was
real close the whole match."
The second game didn't go as
well for the Thundering Herd.
Ohio State jumped out to an

early 9-0 lead before senior
defensive specialist Nora
Keithley scored Marshall's first
point of the second game with a
service ace.
After an Ohio State side out,
Marshall would score off a
freshman Andrea Kastein serve
that Ohio State hit into the net.
The Buckeyes answered,
adding a point to bring the
score to 10-2. The Thundering
Herd would again score off a
freshman Shannon O'Connor
serve, but would only score
twice more before Ohio State
would take the second game 155.
In the third game, Marshall
jumped out to an early lead, but
fell victim to three straight
points off Ohio State's Susie
Calligaris' serve.
Marshall would bounce back
and score off ablock from freshman Sara Boyle bringing the
game to 2-3.
Ohio State scored again
before Marshall answered with
a point off sophomore Jodi
Fick's serve.
With the score 8-5 in favor of
Ohio State, Ohio State's Katie
Virtue dove after aball and slid
into the scorer's table and suffered aslight laceration to the
thigh, stopping play and allowing Marshall to regroup and
make acomeback.
The Thundering Herd would
score off three straight serves
from -Fick before siding out.
The Buckeyes answered with
a point of their own, but lost
serve on the next play.
Marshall would score off a
hard block from senior Kate
Schultz, but again side out to
Ohio State.

Miller nOt so
bad on 'MNF'
For years football players
like Dick Butkus and Howie
Long jumped from Hollywood
to the NFL. Now Hollywood is
striking back.
Actor and comedian Dennis
Miller made his regular season
debut as the third man in
"Monday Night Football's"
booth, alongside long-time
announcer Al Michaels and
Hall-of-Farner Dan Fouts.
Miller's presence in the booth
generated a tidal wave of
media coverage and speculation, before he even worked a
single game. His first preseason game was met with mixed
reviews - lots of reviews.
Miller may be something
unique and exciting, spicing up
the lackluster games the 31year-old franchise has displayed in recent years. Or he
might make "MNF" the sports
equivalent of "Mystery Science
Theater 3000."
Neither of these outcomes
was assured after the season
opener, abarnburner in which
the St. Louis Rams defeated
the Denver Broncos, 41-36.
Miller gradually got into the
game with several intelligent,
accurate comments, such as
when a kick returner tried to
run out from deep in the end
zone.
"When you're in the corner of
the end zone like that, probably
better just to take it out to the
20," Miller said.
Some of his comments were
less informed, but far more
amusing.
"Well, not surprising, the ball
might be slippery for a guy
named Griese," he quipped,
after Broncos quarterback
Brian Griese fumbled asnap.
Miller also provided abreak
from cliched football lingo.
After observing Rams' quar-
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The Thundering Herd volleyball team lost its fourth consecutive
match Tuesday night as it fell to nationally ranked Ohio State at
the Cam Henderson Center.
Ohio State scored three against Ohio State, who came
points after aseries of side outs into the contest with aperfect
bringing the score to 12-8. 3-0 record and atop 25 national
Marshall would make one last ranking.
attempt to win the game, but "The young kids are very athwould fall short losing 15-12. letic and very talented," Legall
"I am extremely pleased with said. "I think we left with alot
our performance," Legall said. of confidence."
"I have said from the begin- Marshall will be in action
ning, we are preparing for our again 7p.m. Saturday against
conference."
Wright State in the AdidasLegall said she was pleased Stone Lodge Invitational at the
with her young team's showing Cam Henderson Center.

.

by JILL C. NEffLIS
reporter
Ohio, Virginia, West Virgm1a, Kentucky, Florida,
Alabama, New Jersey, Uganda,
Guatemala and Uruguay. It is
not time for ageography quiz,
but it is time for soccer season.
The 2000 men's soccer team
has players from seven states
and three countries. The team
plays the University of
Charleston tonight at Sam
Hood Field.
This season the Thundering
Herd has nine home games.
Three of those games include
Ohio State, Kentucky and
West Virginia University.
However, Charleston can
not be taken lightly as an
opponent.
"They made it to the
Division II finals last year
and UC will want to knock off
the big boys," Head Coach
Bob Gray said. The
Thundering Herd has been
ranked fifth in the MidAmerican Conference preseason polls.
The team has few strengths
this season. They are more
explosive offensively and the
Freshman Player of the Year,
Byron Carmichael, is back
this season.
Uganda native Abdul Wahab
Lubega, atransfer from MartinMethodist in Tennessee, has

ing incident and returning to
the dugout following an ejection," according to the commissioner's office.
Pitchers Dave Eiland, Tony
Fiore and Cory Lidle were
suspended for three games
each and fined for "intention-

a warning had been issued."
Devil Rays manager Larry
Rothschild was suspended for
three games and fined for
"failing to pre-empt his players' wrongful conduct and for
making inappropriate comments during and after the
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terback Kurt Warner's calmness when facing the Broncos'
pass blitzes, Miller noted,
"Warner is downright contemplative in that pocket."
When Michaels asked Miller .
what he thought of his first regular season game, Miller said
he spoke on behalf of all football fans.
"It's just like one of us got let
in," he said. "And it is the most
fun."
That's what Miller brings to
the game. He is not afootball
expert, but he doesn't need to
be. Most NFL broadcasts are
handled by two-man teams, so
why have athird man overlapping with them? Miller is the
"colorful" commentator, making humorous but informed
observations and asking the
questions the audience at home
wants answered.
And he is funny, funnier than
Fouts or Michaels.When Miller
brought up the problem of rug
burn on artificial turf, then
pointed to Broncos' offensive
lineman Mark Schlereth as an
example, Fouts suggested it
was probably just ascar from
one of Schlereth's numerous
surgeries.
Kind of funny, but Miller oneupped him: "Schlereth has
been scoped more than a redneck abducted by aliens."
Strange? Yes. Traditional
"Monday Night Football?" No.
Is that abad thing?
No.

2557 Srd Ave
522-,812

Open Mon-Sat 9am-6pm

"They made it to the
Division II finals
last year and UC
will want to knock
off the big boys."
Bob Gray,

Marshall soccer coach

scored 29 goals the past two
seasons.
"He will provide a lot of
offense," Coach Gray said.
The team lost only one
starter from last season.
There are four seniors, seven
juniors, 15 sophomores and
eight freshman on this year's
team.
The team captains are fullback Wayne Bennett and
goalkeeper Taly Goode.
Fans may think they are
seeing double with twin
brothers, David and Steven
Spaulding, on the team. First
year player Steven Spaulding
could see action in the midfield.
Gray said he feels good
aeout the team. Last season
Marshall finished with a 911-1 record. and made it to
the semifinals of the MAC
tournament.
Marshall students receive
free admission to all home
games.

Five major league
baseball players suspended for fighting ·
mound, inciting abench clear- ally throwing at batters after game."

NEW YORK (AP) - Tampa
Bay outfielder Gerald
Williams was suspended for
five games and fined $2,000
for Boston Red Sox, and four
teammates were suspended
for one to three games apiece.
Williams was penalized
Tuesday for "charging the
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Best ofawards.
the Tri-state
Barbers &Cosmetologists

Men's Haircuts
still only$

UC tonight
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Boston's pitcher Pedro
Martinez tossed aone-hitter.
Martinez retired 24 consecutive batters and carried anohitter into the ninth inning
before allowing aleadoff single to Tampa Bay player John
Flahtery.
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Before you consider blowing off your student loan, consider the consequences. Phone calls. •. '...
turned dow~r~~~ bil d~~llec~rs. Withholding your wages. Abad credit rating that can get you
ere I car s, car loans and mortgages. Don't do something
you'l regret, when AES can help you keep on track.
Learn more at ~~
or call 1.800.328.0355 .Amc)r1,.un f,iucotion Services

'1!!! ·!P.·~;;;.com
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Amateurs get the chance
to shine at Sharkey's

Open mic night offers students the chance to take the stage and perfonn in
front of alive audience. Marshall students and area musicians move into
the spotlight. Find out what makes Sharkey's open mic night so appealing.

Thursday in Life!
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Dorm decorating tests
students' creativity
by ARRON PENDLETON
LUKE DAMRON
reporters

photo by Mike Andrick

TVs, VCRs, printers, refrigerators, stickers, posters, magazines
and enough electrlcal paraphernalia to run asmall city fill many
dorm rooms on campus. Students face the challenge of Jamming all their possessions into acompact space while still having enough room to live, sleep and throw the occasional party.
Some students find asolution in spacesaving vertical storage
units or closet organizers with shelving units.

Dorm rooms. What comes to
mind?
Probably pictures of small
square boxes, each identical to
every other room in the building.
Some studentswhilestriveothers
for
individuality,
strive to make their room look
asThe
muchmost
likepopular
home ascommodipossible.
ties in girls' rooms are stars.
Glow-in-the-dark stars were
in almost every room.
Some other popular celestial
items are clouds and moons.
Lava lamps and pictures of
home and friends are also
important additions, and vertical storage units and crates
are almost essential for organization.
Guys' rooms are sometimes
sparsely sophomore
decorated. transfer
Gabriel
Hinton,
student, said his room would
soon have more decorations,
preferably of the adult kind.
He also said his father was
an artist and some of his
father's work would soon be on
display in his room. Other
unusual items in his room are
an ironing
spray
starch.board, an iron and
Anecessary addition to a
room without air conditioning
is fans. Hinton has three of
them.
Hinton also commented on
his
room andaroommate.
how great
it issingle
to be without
Hinton once experimented
with the freedom of nudity in
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photo by Arron Pendleton

Students, such as freshman Sarah Lamkin, often fill their walls with pictures of family, friends
or movie stars. With more and more students ownihg computers comes the desire to personalize them. Accessories from funky mousepads to monitor covers to simple stickers are
finding their way onto more and more students' desks.

his single room, but realized
too late that his window blind
was open.
Sophomore Jeff Rodebaugh
and his roommate have amore
typical dorm room.
Rodebaugh's main decorations
are abeer poster
near-microscopic
fish. andHisa
roommate's half of the room is
cluttered and includes aturtle, memorabilia and pictures
of women in various stages of
undress.
Rodebaugh
doesn'roommate
t understand
why his
requires all of his "crap," but
accepts it as general quirki-

ness.
"When you have two skulls
in your room you have one too
many," he said.
Whereas many guys' rooms
are covered with pictures of
people they wish they knew,
the girls' rooms are generally
decorated with pictures of people they do know, such as family, friends, boyfriends and
pets.
Stuffed animals were another common item.
Brianna ofRoberts
multitude
pandaowns
bears.a
Some rooms could even put
visitors in mind of the Disney

Store.
Acommon addition in both
girls' and guys' rooms is computers. Some students use
them
for chatting
while others
use them
for downloading
music from Napster. Brittany
Roberts
Sarah Lamkin
said manyandafternoons
have
been lost to downloading
music.
While decorations vary from
room to room and between
genders, one -thing remains
constant:
rooms' decorations are The
a reflection
of personality and provide comfort
in astrange place.

photo by Mike Andnck

Students search for ways to
brighten up bland dorm room
walls. AIIPosters.com offers a
variety of poster selection
from music to movies, modern
art to sports. For those on a
budget, or for those who
enjoy the spirit of flea marketing, eBay.com gives students
the chance to bid on the
posters they desire most.
Virtually anything you could
want on your walls is for sale
at eBay, from original
"Goonies" movie posters to
full-size subway album advertisements. For those who prefer to make the art themselves, glow-in-the-dark sticker kits let students design
their own galaxies, complete
with glow-in-the-dark aliens,
comets, spaceships, planets
and moons.

LONDON (AP)
Edward Craven Walker,
the inventor of the lava
lamp and an enthusiastic
nudist who made movies
promoting life in the buff,
has died at age 82. Walker
died Tuesday of cancer, his
family said.
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